
 

 
  

 

Attention agents! 
 

MOWZDSU 291201 / JAN21 (with changes) 
 

Please be informed that due to cancellation of PJSC “Aeroflot” flights on a number of 
international routes on SU / 555 tickets, for canceled own international flights and 
international flights under 100% commercial management of PJSC “Aeroflot” (flights of JSC 
“Rossiya Airlines” and JSC “Aurora Airlines” under the SU code) in the period from May 31 to 
October 31, 2021 in addition to the standard rules of involuntary exchange / refund, it is 
allowed: 
- reissue to flights under the SU code on the same route in the same class of service without 
any additional payments (according to the involuntary rules) for any other dates, but within 
the validity period of the ticket. 
 

Please note that: 
- for air tickets and services originally issued before 01.05.2020. the previous procedure for 
non-monetary refund is maintained; 
- this telegram does not apply to group transportation; 
- the number of this telegram must be entered in the Endorsements / Restrictions field of the 
new ticket. 
 

We remind you that the current restrictions on carriage can be found in the diplomatic 
missions of the countries of destination, on the IATA website, in the Timatic directory and on 
the PJSC “Aeroflot” website, where the restrictions for passengers arriving to the Russian 
Federation are set out, as well as transit through the territory of the Russian Federation, 
including lists of categories of persons who are allowed to enter the Russian Federation from 
countries, with which regular air traffic has not been resumed. 
 

Passengers from canceled flights will be automatically switched to the next flights, 
subject to availability. 

We send you about the agent’s actions in the case of the passenger’s disagreement 
with the proposed switch (in the attachment). 
 

Please consider this information in your work! 

  

 
If you do not want to receive this newsletter, please reply to this message by indicating “Exclude” in the subject. 
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УВЕДОМЛЕНИЕ О КОНФИДЕНЦИАЛЬНОСТИ:  
Передаваемая информация предназначена только для физического или юридического лица, которому она адресована, и может 
содержать конфиденциальные материалы. Любой просмотр, повторная передача, распространение или другое использование, 
или принятие каких-либо действий на основании этой информации лицами или организациями, кроме предполагаемого 
получателя, запрещены. Если вы получили это по ошибке, свяжитесь с отправителем и удалите материал с любого 
компьютера.  
PRIVACY NOTICE:  
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential material. Any 
review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities 
other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any 
computer.  
 


